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1. INTRODUCTION

In [7] Karlovitz developed an algorithm for finding best LP approx
imations from certain finite-dimensional subspaces for p an even integer. It
will be shown that this algorithm converges for 2 ~ p < 00 when the approx
imating subspace is replaced by certain closed convex subsets of a finite
dimensional subspace. Furthermore, the restrictions which must be placed on
the functions involved to ensure convergence are weakened.

We shall consider the problem of ap~roximating0 by elements of a closed
nonempty convex subset K which is contained in a finite-dimensional
subspace and which does not contain O. This is seen to be equivalent to the
general problem of approximating a function I by elements of a closed
convex subset G, with lEG and G contained in a finite-dimensional
subspace, by simply translating all functions involved by - f That is,

inf III - vii = inf II ull
VEG uEG-f

and v in G is a best approximation to I from G if and only if v - I is a best
approximation from G - Ito O. Finally, since the best approximation is also
contained in some sufficiently large ball, we assume henceforth that K is
compact rather than closed.
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For (T,E,f.J) a positive measure space we define LP=.LP(T,E,f.J) to be
the Banach space of all f.J-equivalence classes of p-summable real-valued
functions on T. We define L 00 =. L oo(T, E, f.J) to be the Banach space of real
valued measurable essentially bounded functions on T. For f E LP, the norm
of f, Ilfllp, is defined as usual to be

= infimum sup If(x)l,
SeI.It(S)=O xeT\S

for 1~ P < 00,

for p = 00.

For each f E LP, the function a(f(x» =. sign(f(x» is defined by

a(f(x» = +1,

=-1,

=0,

if f(x) >0,

if f(x) <0,

if f(x) = o.
We shall require the following well-known results on convexity and dif

ferentiability:

THEOREM 1.1 [8, p. 351]. If(T,E,f.J) is a measure space, then the norm
on LP =. LP(T, E, f.J), 1 < p < 00, is Gateaux differentiable at each f E LP,
f i= O. Furthermore, the directional derivative of II . lip at f in the direction
g E LP is given by

II . 11;(f; g) = (g, II . II;f) = Ilfll~ -Pt IfI P- 1 a(f)g df.J.

In fact, the map f -t II . 1I;(f) is continuous at each f E LP, f i= O.

THEOREM 1.2 [5, p. 25]. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let F be
a convex function defined on a nonempty convex set K contained in X. If F is
Gateaux differentiable at each x E K, then F is strictly convex on K if and
only if

F(x) >F(y) + (F'(y), x - y)

for all x, y E K, x * y.

THEOREM 1.3 [5, p. 37]. Let X be a Banach space and let F be a convex
real-valued Gateaux differentiable function at each point in a convex set K,
K c X. If the map x -t F'(x) is continuous on K and xE K, then the
following are equivalent.
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F(x) = inf F(h),
heK

(1.1 a)

(F'(x), h - X) ~ 0

(F'(h), h - X) ~ 0

forall hE K,

forall hE K.

(l.1b)

(l.1c)

THEOREM 1.4 [8, p. 343]. The LP norm, 1 < p < 00, is strictly convex
on any convex subset ofLP.

2. EXISTENCE, CHARACTERIZATION, AND UNIQUENESS

Let K be a convex nonempty subset of a Banach space X. Iff E X\K and
g* E K is such that

Ilf - g* II = inf Ilf - hll,
heK

we shall say g* is a best approximation from K to f.
The following results are well known:

(2.1 )

THEOREM 2.1. If K is a convex closed nonempty subset of LP such that
dim(span(K)) < 00 andfELP, thenfhas a best approximation g* from K.
If 1 < p < 00, then g* is unique.

THEOREM 2.2. If K is a convex closed nonempty subset of LP ==
LP(T,E,f./.), where (T,E,f./.) is a measure space and 1 < p < 00, and if
dim(span(K)) < 00, then g* is the best approximation to f E LP if and only if

IT If(x) - g*(x)IP-1 a(f(x) - g*(x))(g*(x) - g(x)) df./.(x) ~ 0

for all gE K.

For the situation that the convex set K is described via a series of linear
constraints, a slightly different appearing characterization theorem can be
established. Specifically, let X = LP(T, E, f./.), V be an n-dimensional subspace
of X, and V' denote its dual in L q. Let S and W be compact metric spaces.
Suppose that functions G( g, w) and H( g, s) from V X W and V X S' are
given such that

(i) for each fixed w, G(g, w) = Ow(g) - aw, where Ow is in V' and
a w E IR (the reals);

(ii) for each fixed s, H(g,s)=l/Is(g)-fJs' where l/Is is in V' and
fJs E IR;
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(iii) the function G( g, w) is continuous on V X W; H( g, w) is
continuous on V X s;

(iv) there exists agE V such that G( g, w) <0 for all w E Wand
H(g, s) = 0 for all s E S.

Given f E LP\V, with Hand G as above, we wish to characterize
solutions of the following problem: Define F(g) = Ilf - gllp, g E V, and

minimize F( g) for g E V (P')

subject to (a) G(g, w) ~ 0 for all wE W,

(b) H(g, s) = 0 for all s E S.

Theorem 2.1 assures us that there exists a unique solution to problem (P')
provided there exists g E V satisfying (a) and (b) above. (If g E V satisfies
(a) and (b), it is said to be feasible.) In addition, using the theory of [4 or 6]
one has

THEOREM 2.3. Let X = LP(T, E, fJ) and let V be an n-dimensional
subspace ofX. Let G, H, S, and W be as described just prior to problem
(P'). Assume thatf E X\V and that there exists g in V such that G(g, w) <0
for all w E Wand H( g, s) = 0 for all s E S. Then g E V, g feasible, solves
problem (P') if and only if there exist integers s and So such that 0 ~ So ~
S ~ n and such that

(i) there are So points wk E {w IG(g, w) = O} for k = I,..., so'

(ii) there are s - So points Sk E S for k = So + 1,..., s, and

(iii) there are s real numbers Ai' i= 1,...,s, with Ai~Ofor 1~i~so'

with the property that on V

~ 5

Vx Ilf - gllp + L: AkVxG(g, wk) + L: AkVxH(g, Sk) = 0, (2.2)
k= 1 k=50+ 1

where the identification between g E V and x E IR n is made via the coefficient
vector of g with respect to some fixed basis for V.

Equation (2.2) is equivalent to

50 5f If-gIP-1a(g-f)hdfJ+ L: AkOwk(h)+ L: Ak'l'sk(h)=O
T k= 1 k=so+ 1

for each hE V, where Ak ~ 0 for k = 1,..., so' In this form, Theorem 2.3 is an
extension of a result on restricted range approximation in L 2 [a, b] due to
Levasseur [9]. The form of the constraints problem (P') is originally due to
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Chalmers for the L 00 case [2 J. A wide variety of constrained problems such
as monotone, positive, and restricted range approximation problems can be
stated in the form of problem (P'). The conclusion of Theorem 2.3 can be
considered as a "zero in the convex hull of the extreme points" result. For a
similar result in L 00 see [3, p. 73 J and for a corresponding L] result see [1 J.

3. THE ALGORITHM

Let (T, E, f1.) be a finite positive measure space. Let p, 2 ~ p < 00, be
given. Denote by LP the Banach space LP(T,E,f1.). Let K be a compact
convex nonempty subset of LP satisfying

and

OrlK,

dim(span(K)) < 00,

f1.(supp(h]) n supp(h 2)) *' ° for each pair of nonzero elements

hi E K, h2 E span(K),

each hE K is also in L 00.

(3.1a)

(3.1 b)

(3.lc)

(3.ld)

Let g* be the unique best LP approximate from K to 0. The generalized
Karlovitz algorithm for constructing g* proceeds as follows: Given gn in K,
the algorithm defines two new functions hn and gn+] in K. First, a new norm
II . lin on span(K) is defined by II h lin = (f T Ign IP-2 Ih 12 df1.)1/2 for hE span(K).
That II . lin is in fact a weighted L 2 norm on span(K) follows from hypotheses
(3.la}-(3.ld). In addition, II ·lln is strictly convex and equivalent to II ·llpon
span(K). Thus, there exists a unique hnE K such that II hnlin = infhEK II h lin.
Next, the element gn+ IE K is defined by gn+ 1= Agn+ (I - A) hn, where AE
[0, I J is selected so that II gn+ tllp ~ II~n + (1-~) hnll p for all ~ in [0,1 J.
Note that A is unique since LP is strictly convex. It will be shown in the
following that gn and hn converge in the p norm to g*, the best approx
imation from K to 0.

Remark 1. In the original formulation of this algorithm, Karlovitz [7J
assumed that p is an even integer, T is a compact subset of Rn, and f1. is
Lebesgue measure. Furthermore, K was taken to be a translate of a finite
dimensional subspace V by a function f rl V, where all the functions under
consideration are required to be continuous with the added restriction that
f1.(supp(v - I)) = f1.(T) for all v E V. Observe that these hypotheses imply
conditions (3.la}-(3.ld). In particular, for condition (3.lc) we have that if
hi = Vo - f, h2 = 2.:1=1 Aj(V j - I) with V j E V, and hI i= 0, then f1.(supp(h l ) n
supp(h 2)) =°implies that f1.(supp(h 2)) = 0, so that 2.:1= I A;v j - 2.:1= I AJ = 0,
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a.e. Since f f/:. V, we have I:l= 1 Ai =° and so I:l= 1 AiV i =° a.e. Hence
h2 == 0. Condition (3.ld) holds since T is assumed in this case to be compact.
Thus, by considering only a sufficiently large ball in V we have Karlovitz's
original algorithm as a special case. (Note also that the algorithm of this
paper (and the proof of its convergence, Theorem 3.1 below) shows that the
search for Ain gn+ 1 = Agn+ (1 - A) hn can be restricted to [0, I] rather than
(-00, (0) as in [7].)

We now prove that the procedure outlined above results in a convergent
algorithm.

THEOREM 3.1. Let (T, E, Ii) be a finite positive measure space. Let p,
2 < P ~ 00, be fixed and let K be a compact convex nonempty subset of LP
satisfying conditions (3.la}-(3.1d). Let go E K be arbitrary and let the
sequences {gn} and {hn} be defined as above. Denote by g* the unique best
LP approximation from K to 0. Then either

or

there exists N such that gn == g* and hn == g* for all n ~ N. (3.2b)

Proof We first claim that either Ilgnllp>llgn+lllp or else gn==gn+l'
Suppose not; then since II gnllp ~ II gn+ lilp by construction, we must have that
II gn lip = II gn+lllp· Thus, the strict convexity of the U norm implies
II 1(gn + gn+ l)llp< II gn+ lllp, which contradicts the minimality of II gn+ lilp on
the segment r;gn + (I -~) hn for ~ E [0, I]. Thus, II gnllp > II gn+ lilp or gn ==
gn+ l'

Our next assertion is that for gn i= g* either hn== gn or II gnllp > II gn+llip'
To establish this we note that hn i= gn implies that Ilhnlln< II gnlln = II gnllp by
the definition of hn and II ·lln' Support condition (3.lc) implies that II ·lln is
strictly convex. Thus, Theorem 1.2 implies that

where

by Theorem 1.1. It follows that

(3.3)
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Now suppose that II gnllp = II gn+ Illp. Our previous assertion implies that
gn+ 1= gn so gn is II· lip minimal on the segment egn + (1 - e) hn, eE [0,1].
Thus, Theorem 1.3 implies that <II II; gn' hn- gn) ~ 0, which is equivalent to
fT Ign IP-I a(gn)(hn- gn) dJL ~ 0, contradicting (3.3). Thus, II gn lip> II gn+ Illp
if hni gn and gn i g*.

Next, we claim that if hn== gn' then gn == g*. Now by Theorem 1.3 hn is
II . lin minimal if and only if

(3.4)

for all v E K. Thus, if hn== gn we have that

for all v E K, which by Theorem 1.3 applied to II . lip implies gn == g* as
desired. Thus, either the algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps at
g* or else we have that II gnllp > II gn+ Illpfor all n.

Finally, for the completion of (3.2b), we claim that if gn= g*, then
hn= gn and gm = hm= g* for all m ~ n. Indeed, if gn = g*, then
Theorem 1.3 implies that

for all v E K. Rewriting this as

for all v E K, we see by Theorem 1.3 applied to II . lin that gn is minimal from
K so that gn == hn, and hence, gn+ 1== gn == hn== g*, completing the proof of
(3.2b). To finish the proof of (3.2a), we observe that if the algorithm does
not terminate, then the sequences {gnl and {hnl are contained in K which is
a compact set. In addition, our assertions above imply that II gn lip> II gn+ Ilip
in this case. Now to show that gn and hn converge to g* in II . lip, it suffices
to show that for each pair of subsequences gnk and hnk which converge to g
and h, respectively, we have g* == g == h. By (3.1d), gn and hn are in L 00 and
the norms II . 1100 and II . lip are equivalent on span(K). Hence, II gnk - glloo --+ 0
and II hnk - h 1100 --+ 0, and in the limit we have

IT Ig1P-2 h(v - h) dJL ~ 0 (3.5)
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for all v E K since (3.4) guarantees
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for each j = 1,2,... and all v E K.

Note that if g == h, then Theorem 1.3 yields g == g* since fT Ig1P-2
g(v - g) dfJ ~ 0 for all v E K implies g is the best LP approximation to 0
from K. Now if g == g*, then g == h as well by the same argument used to
finish the proof of (3.2b). We shall thus assume that g i= g* and g i= hand
arrive at a contradiction. If g i= g* and g i= h, initialize the algorithm with
go == g. Then (3.4) and (3.5) imply ho= h. Since g i= hand g i= g*, there
must exist 1 in [0, 1] such that Illg + (1 -l)h lip < II gllp by our second
assertion in the beginning of this proof. Now II gnJlp is a strictly decreasing
sequence of positive real numbers. Hence, for a sufficiently large k we have
that

which is a contradiction. Hence, g == hand h == g == g* as desired. I

Remark 2. In the algorithm, gn+ 1 is not computed directly from gn but
rather is determined by a one-dimensional minimization problem involving
gn and hn. It is natural to investigate whether the algorithm still converges to
g* if we simplify this procedure by setting hn= gn+ l' The following example
shows that gn need not converge in this case.

EXAMPLE. Let (T, E, fJ) be the interval [0, 1] equipped with Lebesgue
measure and E be the completion of the Borel sigma algebra on [0, 1]. Let
p = 4. Set V == {f E LP such thatf(x) == r for some r E IR}, K == {f E V such
that IIfll4 ~ 4}. We wish to find the best L 4 approximation from K to
~(x) = x. Observe that this is a translation of the problem of Theorem 3.1. In
this case the constraint IIfl14 ~ 4 is vacuous. We apply the algorithm as
before except that we set gn+ 1 = hn for each n. Thus, gn+ I is determined by

This leads to a simple recursion formula for gn+!'

6g~ - 8gn + 3
gn+l = 12g~ - 12gn+4 . (3.6)

Observe that the denominator in (3.6) has no real roots, so that gn+ 1 is well
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defined. It is easily seen that g* = ! by the strict convexity of the L 4 norm.
Using (3.6) with go == 0, we get the following sequence of iterates:

Observe that g3 is strictly worse, as an L 4 approximation to ¢(x) = x, than
gI' This, of course, violates the conclusion of Theorem 3.1. In fact,
numerical computations suggest that there exist constants c1 and C2 such that
Ilg2n+l-CII14--->0 and Ilg2n-c2114--->0 as n--->oo with C1 *C2 and C2=
(1- c1). Solving (3.6) and the equation 1 - gn = gn+1' we find that either
gn =! or gn = (3 ± /'3)/6. Initializing the algorithm with go = (3 + y3)/6,
we may check that g2n = (3 + /'3)/6, g2n+ I = (3 - y3)/6. Thus the
algorithm may oscillate if gn +I is chosen to be hn.

Remark 3. It can be shown that this algorithm converges for 1 < p < 2
if the zeros of each g E K are simple.
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